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Abstract—An algorithmic approach for the 

assessment of the survivability is proposed that is based 

on Lanchester’s modified deterministic model. Methods 

are suggested for increasing the available time capability 

for nuclear power plant monitoring and coverage, using 

the required or a limited number of the operable 

drones,. Dependencies of the variance between the 

residual fleet damage and permissible drone fleet 

damage on monitoring time as well as dependencies of 

the monitoring time on the recovery group productivity 

are analysed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 

N recently years, drones, and other small unmanned 

aerial vehicles (UAVs) are actively used for the safe  

monitoring of radiation leakage and mapping of the affected 

areas in the case of Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) accidents. 

The advantages of the use of UAVs are apparent in 

comparison to manned aircraft [1]: 

• Compact and agile equipment facilitates effective 

and timely reaction to events; 

• Take-off and landing may be attempted at virtually 

any location and any time, without the need for 

licensed airfields or time – schedules; 

• The existence and the state of the road network 

becomes irrelevant; 

• The operator of the mission is able to remain in a 

safe location, at a safe distance from any 

contaminated areas; 

• The cost of the platform equipment is lower 

compared to manned aircraft; 

• Lower cost equipment may also be used for 

sampling and radiation measurements; 

• The transportation of the equipment within the 

range required for the mission becomes easier; 

• Possible contamination of the platform itself 

becomes irrelevant; 

• Low overheads; 

• The cost of fuel, as well as maintenance and service 

costs become insignificant. 

The most detailed study on UAV survivability and 

reliability was published in 2003 [2].  According to [2], 

survivability of a UAV is its ability or component to avoid 

or withstand a hostile environment without suffering an 

abortive or catastrophic impairment of its ability to 

accomplish its designated mission, and reliability of a UAV 

is its ability and its parts to perform its mission without 

failure, degradation, nor demand on the support system. It is 

depicted as a percentage which represents the probability 

that a system or component will operate failure-free for a 

specified time, typically the throughout the mission 

duration. 

1.1. Problem Statement 

The UAVs, such as drones, have some disadvantages that 

can make the post-accident NPP monitoring mission 

impossible [3]:  

• Human error in the remote controls can cause a 

drone to crash; 

• Drones are sensitive to high winds and precipitation; 

• Computer malfunction could occur resulting in the 

loss of control of a drone; 

• Computer systems or software could break down 

resulting in loss of a drone and/or casualties on the 

ground; 

• A drones or drone fleet can be hijacked by terrorists. 

Also note that during its missions, a UAV is susceptible 

to various perturbations that cause disruptions to the mission 

schedule, operational failures, long term damage and an 

increase of the accident risk level. Such perturbations may 

include [4]: 

• Strong winds during the time of flight, that cause 

significant deviations from the flight path and 

sudden changes in the orientation of the aircraft; 

• External forces and moments acting upon the UAV 

that are not consistent with design assumptions; 
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• Regression of the inertial characteristics after the 

release of the cargo; 

• Damage to the fuselage, the wings and other body 

parts of the aircraft due to accidental collisions; 

• Extreme force distribution states during transitions 

from hover mode to horizontal flight, and vice 

versa, leading to controllability breakdown; 

• Mid-air collisions resulting in abrupt flight 

trajectory changes. 

Electronics failures account for about 25% of all UAV 

failures [5]. There exists a variety of factors that may cause 

failure of the electronic equipment. Such factors include 

electrostatic discharges, power surges, vibrations that 

gradually degrade the functionality of soldering connections 

and joints and thermal fatigue of interconnections that is 

caused by material properties such as the coefficient of 

thermal expansion. 

The existence of the above-mentioned inherent 

problems, mission perturbations, risks of electronic 

equipment failure, as well as a wide range of other 

uncontrollable conditions encountered at NPP accident sites, 

render necessary the ability to estimate and plan the required 

level of a drone fleet survivability. 

1.2. Aim and structure of the paper  

This research uses a modified version of Lanchester’s 

deterministic model in order to derive a model for drone 

fleet survivability.  The fleet is considered as a recoverable 

multi-state system and salient conditions of NPP accidents 

are incorporated. 

Related work on drone fleet use for various tasks, 

including disaster and post accident monitoring, is 

considered in Sect. II. Drone fleet management issues and 

approaches to drone fleet survivability and reliability 

assessment are considered as well. 

Methodology of evaluating the recoverable drone fleet 

survivability based on Lanchester’s modified deterministic 

model is proposed in Sect. III. The main part of the 

methodology is an algorithm for evaluating the drone fleet 

survivability index.  

Sect. IV presents and discusses results on the drone fleet 

survivability assessment by means of the algorithm 

proposed in Sect. III.  

General conclusions are discussed in Sect. V. The 

conclusions cover ways for increasing NPP monitoring time 

using the recoverable drone fleet and future work on drone 

fleet survivability assessment.  

II. RELATED WORK 

2.1 Drone Fleet General Applications 

Possible general drone fleet applications include 

emergency response [6]–[9], traffic control tasks [10], soil 

fertility and crop management [11], forest protection and 

wildfire monitoring [12], energy and electrical facility 

monitoring [13], pipeline inspection [14], and coast guard 

support [15]. 

2.2 Drone Fleet and Disaster Monitoring 

The paper [6] proposes a drone-based solution to support 

search and rescue activities in disaster situations. The 

proposed architecture is composed of specialized drones to 

accomplish specific tasks and internal modules organization 

to accomplish their respective objectives. Among the 

advantages drones may bring to an accident monitoring, 

authors [7] highlight the gain in terms of time and human 

resources, as they can free rescue teams from time-

consuming data collection tasks and assist research 

operations with more insightful and precise guidance thanks 

to advanced sensing capabilities. Tina et al. [8] present a 

novel approach of using UAVs to establish a 

communication infrastructure in  disaster situations. They 

describe in detail, three components of the system: end-to-

end communication, localization and navigation, and 

coordination. An approach based on the extent of interaction 

between the UAV and terrestrially deployed wireless 

sensors is presented in [9]. 

2.3 Drone Fleet and Nuclear Power Plant Post Accident 

Monitoring 

In the opinion of the designers (for a new UAV Supercam 

S-350 which has been designed for meteorological and 

environmental monitoring in Russia), it is imperative for 

drone fleets [16] to be capable of monitoring radiation levels 

over specified areas. Elements of such missions include: 

outlining of nuclear and radiation accident emergency sites 

and measuring the levels of contamination; detection of 

radioactive sources and radioactive plume movement; 

examination of nuclear facilities for standards compliance; 

monitoring ground and air for dispersed radioactive 

pollutants; scientific research capabilities; initial assessment 

of radiation levels of an area, in the context of mobile 

radiation monitoring labs; capabilities for the rapid detection 

of x-rays and gamma emission sources etc. Aerial radiation 

monitoring has been the object of extensive research for a 

significant period of time and continues to attract the interest 

of researchers [17], with three-dimensional (3D) radiation 

mapping being within current research aims. The 

combination of high-resolution 3D topography combined 

with radiation surveying provides a powerful instrument for 

perceiving, measuring, monitoring and managing 

radiological contamination within a site both for radiological 

leakage events and routine site monitoring. An example of 

such an approach is presented in [18] whereby a scalable 

and adaptable sensor system is presented that is capable of 

performing a range of airborne operations including 

reconnaissance and radiological and nuclear surveillance. A 

remote sensing system is presented in [19] suitable for 

detecting radiation and acquiring aerial imaging. A 

simulated contour mapping of the nuclear radiation is used 

in [20] in order to evaluate two scenarios for the detection of 

nuclear radiation, incorporating multiple UAVs. An 

affordable UAV design is also given with an inherent cluster 

formation control and standard flight testing. A drone 

utilization method is given in [21], for examining both 

contaminated and remediated areas, with minimal exposure 

of the operator, for application in areas normally 

inaccessible by terrestrial survey methods. An affordable, 

compact, unmanned aerial platform was proposed by 

MacFarlane et al. [22] equipped with a embedded processor, 

an integrated gamma spectrometer, GPS and LIDAR. The 

device is demonstrated to be capable of rapidly and remotely 

detecting ground-based radiation patterns with a high spatial 

resolution (<1 m). 

In [23], the unmanned drone cluster for radioactivity 

monitoring of a contaminated sites remotely (e.g. 
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conducting tests in Chernobyl NPP exclusion zone). To 

enhance the features of post-accident monitoring systems, 

the principles of creating supplementary mobile ad-hoc 

wireless communication network for sensors data collection 

based on repeaters located on drones are presented in [24], 

[25].  

2.4 Drone Fleet Management Model 

The paper [26] proposes a fleet managing model for 

VTOL-UAV drones (Vertical TakeOff and Landing -

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) that perform the delivery or 

pickup of supplies and materials in a production plant. 

Additionally, it also incorporates alternation in drone 

operations for an efficient use of energy in their batteries. 

According to [24], [25], drone fleet can be categorized 

based roles and equipment employed: repeaters, observers 

(equipped with a TV camera), and additional sensors (they 

can be located in drones or be dropped down in certain 

places). Drones should be able to change their role through 

upgraded equipment at the location base. Drone-repeaters 

work together on a principle of “one leader”. If the “leading 

drone-repeater” (Master) is damaged then other drone-

repeater takes over the Master functions. An example of a 

principle applied for the choice of this substitute Master is a 

drone with the lowest working time (among all existing 

drones in the operational fleet) at the accident place. 

In [27], we can find a list of companies that propose 

several drone fleet management systems. For example, 

Skycatch (San Francisco, United States) allows its users to 

deploy flying autonomous drones with real-time HD 

imagery and video from the sky; Garuda Robotics   [Palo 

Alto, United States] proposes a platform that enables users 

to control mixed fleets without the expense of building and 

maintaining custom software and hardware; DroneDeploy 

(San Francisco, United States) is a smart drone management 

platform that helps users get stuff done with drones. Flirtey 

(Sydney, Australia) presents UAVs as a speedier, cost-

effective and environmentally friendly alternative to 

traditional delivery methods. PixiePath (Santa Barbara, 

United States) proposes a cloud-based drone fleet 

management platform. Its software handles drone movement 

in real time, and it is all browser compliant so it can be 

accessed from any connected device. It also helps pilots 

monitor their drones’ battery levels, locations, and tasks. 

2.5 Drone Fleet Survivability and Reliability Assessment 

The problem of monitoring the NPP accident zone during 

the period after the event is examined in [28] with drone 

clusters are considered as systems with multi-level 

degradation. System Reliability Block Diagrams are used. 

The analysis includes system degradation levels, formulae 

for system reliability functions at these levels and conditions 

determining the levels. 

A general structure and underlying principles for creating 

an Internet-of-Drone-based multi-version post-severe NPP 

accident monitoring system is described in [29]. The 

proposed design consists of an Internet-of-Things 

subsystem, a single-wired subsystem, and three drone-based 

wireless subsystems. Reliability block diagrams for the 

system and its subsystems are built based on considerations 

of different variants of sensor, communication, and 

decision-making systems. On the basis of reliability block 

diagrams, reliability models of the system and their 

subsystems are developed. 

The work [30] deals with the reliability modeling and 

assessing of a mechatronic subsystem used for an UAV 

flight control with a triple modular redundancy. Markov 

chains and Reliability Block Diagrams are used for graphic 

representation of the proposed model. 

A matrix of drone fleet reliability assessment attributes is 

presented in [31]. 

A structure of a multi-fleet of drones, consisting of main 

drone fleets and a reserve drone fleet is considered in [32]. 

In accordance with the structure, reliability models for 

centralized (irredundant), centralized (redundant), 

decentralized, and partially decentralized systems of control 

stations for the multi-fleet of drones are suggested and 

analyzed. The reliability models are described by means of 

reliability assessment attributes, presented in [31]. 

The papers [32-34] discuss the necessary steps for 

implementing the survivability concept for modern UAV 

and approach to reliability and survivability assessment. 

2.6 Summary 

A drone fleet used for NPP post accident monitoring can 

be categorized according to their roles and equipment: 

repeaters, observers and additional sensors. 

There are many companies that propose several drone 

fleet management systems: Skycatch (San Francisco, United 

States); Garuda Robotics [Palo Alto, United States]; 

DroneDeploy (San Francisco, United States), Flirtey 

(Sydney, Australia), PixiePath (Santa Barbara, United 

States). 

Fault Tree Analysis, Structure Function, Binary Decision 

Diagram, Markov chains and Reliability Block Diagrams 

are approaches used for drone reliability assessment. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

3.1. Introduction 

The methodology of assessing drone fleet survivability is 

based on the application of a modified version of 

Lanchester’s deterministic model. In this paper, a suggested 

algorithm is applied step by step for the evaluation of fleet 

survivability index considering recovery parameters. 

3.2.  Simulation 

3.2.1  Introduction to the simulation employed for this 

research 

It is assumed that the drones of a fleet used for NPP post 

accident monitoring perform the tasks (collecting 

information from control posts, hovering over specified 

terrain points) with a given level of quality (occupy the 

specified degradation level) during the given time τg. 

3.2.3  Underpinning theory and principle 

If the quality of the tasks for drone fleet is determined by 

the number of operable drones in the fleet, it is necessary to 

ensure the presence of at least m operable drones (in a fleet), 

with an initial number of drones represented by n0 and 

required monitoring time τg. The variable i = 1, ... n, where n 

is the number of degradation levels of the drone fleet for a 

given time τg, which can be determined as follows: 

 1)( 0 +−= mnn gτ   (1) 
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3.2.4 Metrics for drone survivability index 

The main metrics for drone survivability index are: 

- number of degradation levels of the drone fleet n 

(1); 

- variance between the residual fleet damage and 

permissible drone fleet damage ΔD; 

- Boolean drone fleet survivability index, G which is 

a function of ΔD.   

3.3.4  Input parameters 

Let us introduce the following parameters needed for 

evaluating the drone fleet survivability. They are tabulated 

in Table 1. 

 

Parameters Description 

n0 initial number of the drones 

τ NPP monitoring time (h) 

τg required NPP monitoring time (h) 

m minimum number of the drones needed 

for the NPP monitoring 

ni number of drones in a drone fleet group i 

which is expected to be exposed to 

salient factors during the required 

monitoring time τg 

qi drone stability of a drone fleet group i, 

which is expected to be exposed to 

salient factors during the required 

monitoring time τg 

M number of means to restore the drones 

Ui productivity of a recovery group i 

(drones per hour (dr/h)) 

λ drone fleet failure rate 

µ drone fleet restoration rate 

Table 1: Parameters for the Experiments 

 

3.2.5   Data source for the model 

Data for the model was prepared in accordance with 

recommendation presented in [35]. 

3.2.6   Limitations and assumptions 

Assume the following limitations and assumptions. 

1. The Lanchester’s model with the logarithmic law of 

defeat [7] is used: 

 nµλ
τ

+−= n
d

dn
,  (2) 

where λ is drone fleet failure rate, µ is drone fleet 

restoration rate. Taking into account the initial conditions 

n(τ=0) = n0 (the initial number of the drones), the solution of 

(2) is (3).  

 τµλτ )(

0)( −−= enn   (3) 

2. The drone fleet is recoverable. 

3. The drone fleet is exposed to amazing factors of the 

NPP accident. 

3.2.  Algorithm for building the model 

The algorithm of evaluating the drone fleet survivability 

index includes the following steps: 

1. Determination of the monitoring time during which it is 

possible to accept the assumption that both the failure 

and restoration rates of the drone fleet are constant;

  

2. Calculation of the average value of the drone fleet 

restoration rate 

 ∑
=

=
M

i

iU
n 10

1
µ   (4) 

If the drones are restored by one recovery group (µ = 1), 

expression in (4) can be converted to a simpler form: 

 
0n

U
=µ  (5) 

3. Calculation of the approximate value of the drone 

fleet failure rate  

 )1(
1

10

i

N

i

i

g

qn
n

−= ∑
=τ

λ  (6) 

If the drones have the same stability (qi = q) and all the 

drones are exposed to salient factors, (6) can be presented as 

 
τ

λ
q−

=
1

 (7) 

4. Calculation of the number of the drones that remain 

in an operable state during the monitoring time τ ≤ 

τg 

 τµλτ )(

0)( −−= enn   (8) 

5. Calculation of the drone residual fleet damage  

 )()( 0 ττ nnDr −=   (9) 

6. Calculation of the permissible drone fleet damage 

 menDp −= −− τµλτ )(

0)(  (10) 

7. Calculation of the variance between the residual 

fleet damage and permissible drone fleet damage 

 )()( ττ pr DDD −=∆  (11) 

8. Calculation of the Boolean drone fleet survivability 

index 

 




>

≤
=

.0,0

;0,1

Dif

Dif
G

∆
∆

  (12) 

3.3. Summary 

The algorithm of evaluating the drone fleet survivability 

index has been proposed. It is assumed that the drones of the 
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fleet used for NPP post accident monitoring perform the 

following tasks: collecting information from control posts, 

hovering over specified terrain points. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1. Introduction 

The main aim of this Section is to build and analyse the 

following dependencies: dependencies of the variance 

between the residual fleet damage and permissible drone 

fleet damage on the NPP monitoring time and dependencies 

of the NPP monitoring time on the recovery group 

productivity. 

4.2. Research results 

Experiment Set 1. Assume the recovery group 

productivity U = 0. Based on the proposed algorithm of 

evaluating the drone fleet survivability index, change the 

NPP monitoring time to τ. The rest of the parameters remain 

constant (drone stability q = 0.2, required NPP monitoring 

time τg = 12 hrs, initial number of drones in the fleet, n0 = 

10, the minimum number of the drones needed for the NPP 

monitoring m = 4). The NPP monitoring time τ are: 4: 6; 8; 

10; 12 hrs. Repeat these actions for cases when the recovery 

group productivity U = 0.2 dr/h and 0.4 dr/h (note dr/h 

denotes drones per hour).  

Dependencies obtained according to Experiment Set 1 are 

shown in Fig 1. 

 

Figure 1.  Dependencies of the variance between the residual 

fleet damage and permissible drone fleet damage on the NPP 

monitoring time 

From Fig. 1, we can see that only for the recovery group 

productivity U = 0.4 dr/h, the plot of the function ΔD = f(τ) 

is entirely located in the negative plane, marked by "G = 1". 

This means such recovery group productivity ensures at 

least four operable drones are required in the required 

monitoring time τg = 12 h. If any drones are not restored (U 

= 0 dr/ h), the monitoring time τ using at least four required 

operable drones will be reduced to 5.4 h. If the recovery 

group productivity U = 0.24 dr/h, the drone fleet with at 

least four required operable drones will be able to perform 

its own tasks in the monitoring time τ = 7.4 h only. The last 

two values of the monitoring time τ can be obtained both 

graphically from Fig. 1 and using (13). 

 

( ) 






 +

−
−=

=






 +









−

−=
−

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

1

2

1

n

nm
ln

n

nm
ln

n

U

g

q

µλ

τ

τ
 (13) 

Experiment Set 2. Assume the minimum number of 

drones needed for the NPP monitoring m = 4. Using (13), 

change the recovery group productivity U. The rest of the 

parameters remain constant (drone stability q = 0.2, required 

NPP monitoring time τg = 14 hrs, the initial number of the 

drones n0 = 10). The recovery group productivity U: 0 dr/h; 

0.15dr/h; 0.25dr/h; 0.3dr/h. Repeat these actions for cases 

when the minimum number of the drones needed for the 

NPP monitoring m = 5 and 6. 

Dependencies obtained according to Experiment Set 2 are 

presented in Fig 2. 

 

 

Figure 2.  Dependencies of the NPP monitoring time on the 

recovery group productivity 

We can make the following conclusions based on the 

analysis of the dependencies shown in Fig. 2. 

1. There are two ways to increase the monitoring time 

τ. The first one is to increase the recovery group 

productivity. The second one is to decrease the 

minimum number of the drones needed for the NPP 

monitoring. The last approach is be possible by: 

extending the drone flight range, applying more 

sophisticated equipment for the NPP monitoring, 

etc. 

2. The maximum value of the monitoring time τ is 

achieved when the recovery group productivity U = 

0.3 dr/h and minimum number of drones required 

for performing the required tasks m = 4 (Fig. 1), 

whereas the minimum value of the NPP monitoring 

time τg is achieved when no drone is restored (the 

recovery group productivity U = 0 dr/h) and the 

minimum number of drones required for the NPP 

monitoring m = 6. 

4.3.  Summary  

Thus dependencies of the variance between the residual 

fleet damage and permissible drone fleet damage on 

monitoring time as well as dependencies of the monitoring 

time on the recovery group productivity are analysed. Based 

on the analysis of these dependencies and the ways for 

increasing the NPP monitoring time, employing the required 

number of the operable drones, is suggested. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

An approach and algorithm for drone fleet survivability 

assessment based on a stochastic continuous-time model 

have been proposed. According to the algorithm, the 

following parameters should be calculated: 

• average value of the drone fleet restoration rate; 

• approximate value of the drone fleet failure rate;  

• number of drones that remain in operable state 

during monitoring time; 

• drone residual fleet damage;  

• permissible drone fleet damage; 

• variance between the residual fleet damage; and 

permissible drone fleet damage; 

• drone fleet survivability index. 

Application of the algorithm makes it possible to 

determine ways for increasing the NPP monitoring time. 

Firstly, it involves increasing the recovery group 

productivity. Secondly, it entails decreasing the minimum 

number of the drones required for the NPP monitoring. This 

paper has demonstrated how the Dependencies of the 

variance between residual fleet damage and permissible 

drone fleet damage on the NPP monitoring time can be used 

to obtain the required recovery group productivity. 

Future work will include tools on selecting the optimal 

number of redundant drones in drone fleet. 
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